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AUSPICIOUS HOUSE
Increasing your health and prosperity with Feng Shui
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Analyzing Feng Shui of your own house or flat
is always an interesting exercise. Where do we
start, and how to apply these theories?
be gin w ith yo u r e n t r a n c e
e can start with a step by
step walkthrough inside
your dwelling starting
from the cheklist of an auspicious
entrance. Entrance holds a very
important part in your house,
because it determines the energy
the whole property will receive.
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1. Stay clear of Sha Qi
The path leading your main door
should be clear of any
obstructions. Common blockages
are plants that are too big,
protruding things from your
neighbour (like wooden piles to
hang clothes), trees or pillars. It
should be well lit too!

2. Keep some plants
Keeping some fresh potted plants
around your entrance is always good;
it can help minimise Sha Qi and
slows rushing energy to enter your
house. You can also use metal/ brass
pots if you want to cure your
entrance from any bad energy such as
star 2 and 5.

door?

It s h o u l d b e s o m e t h i n g o f a
proportionate size for the house:
not too big nor too small. The
direction of the opening should
also allow the incoming energy to
enter. Some people ask about
materials, length and even the
patterns of the metal grills outside
the door. These can be taken into
consideration as well, but the most
important is the size and direction
of your door. For more accurate
Feng Shui calculation, you should
align the main door to face an
auspicious direction.

Ausp ic iou s E n tr a n c e
4. Spacious Foyer

6. Activate Good Qi

Foyer, the immediate space or
hallway after the main door, is very
important as the ‘throat’ of your
house to bring and accumulate the Qi
in.

Some people have potentially good
energy at the entrance area of their
house (which can be charted for
example with flying star).

It should ideally be an ample space
and brightly lit. Common mistakes
people make is cluttering too much
stuﬀ here, such as messy shoe racks
and other storage. Please keep this
area as clean and neat as possible.
Ideally a foyer should not look
straight into windows or opposite any
staircases. In this case, you may
introduce screens to improve the
energy flow.

5. Material and Colour
If you are renovating your house or
building a new one, foyer colour and
design scheme is also important to
consider. It should ideally be in
harmony with the type of energy
each individual house has, combined
with the owner’s favourable colour
and direction. This is where in depth
personal knowledge or professional
consultation is needed to achieve
maximum result.
Real work of Feng Shui comes from
s u b t l e i n te g r a t i o n o f c o l o u r s ,
materials and composition in interior
design before any other symbolism
comes in. When we can create a
good ambience as soon as someone
enters the house, that will be a good
start for an auspicious dwelling.

This picture is an example of
an ideal foyer in my opinion, as
it is spacious, well lit and wide
enough to allow energy to
accummulate.

To activate this, you may put water
feature inside your foyer, opposite
your main door. If your foyer is too
narrow, another way to activate is
by strategic placement of mirror,
which should reflect the foyer
energy to the rest of the room (not
directly back to the door). Any
activation done around this area
should be done with careful
calculation to ensure its
eﬀectiveness

7. Cure Bad QI
To c u r e y o u r e n t r a n ce , s o m e
effective ways are placement of
metal decorative items, 6 rods
windchimes or bells at the outer
part of your main door. This is
important to note, as we are trying
to shield the energy that is coming
from the outside.
Feng Shui cures at the entrance is
always a main priority for anyone
who has bad sector here, be it from
the yearly energy or the house chart.

Ho w e v e r w i t h t h e m a n y
limitations of smaller living
space, you can still get the most
out of your foyer if you
decorate and arrange it right.
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Good luck!
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